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The experience of emigration is a very difficult, life-changing event, as hard for chil-
dren as for adults, no matter the circumstances. Eva Hoffman in the autobiography 
Lost in Translation shows her process of emigration and adaptation in new places. She 
is a Polish Jew who relocated to Canada as a child, moved to the United States to stu-
dy and in consequence settled there. As an academic interested in English literature 
she pays attention to the role of language not only as a communication medium, but 
as an important part of the culture and representation of one’s viewpoint and way 
of  thinking. That makes emigration really difficult, especially without knowledge 
of language and culture of the future place of  living, as it was with Eva’s family – 
the Wydras – and many other people for many years before mass media development 
and widespread accessibility of travels.

Lost in Translation was divided into three parts: Paradise, Exile and The  New 
World. The chapters correspond with parts of Hoffman’s life, depending on her place 
of living: Poland, Canada and the United States of America. 

In the very book the narrator frequently highlights the distinct abscission of two 
life stages. Removal from Poland to Canada was for Eva a  really traumatic event, 
which changed her life against her will. Later, the move to the USA was planned on 
her own, when she was an adult, and it was her dream, so there were less negative 
emotions, it was more calm, even liberating, as it has transpired later. The culture 
of the United States was much dearer to her than the Canadian one. Not until she 
was there did she find her peace and feel at home. 

In the following interpretation I am concentrating on the feelings of the main 
character, so I am highlighting underestimation and idealisation of the places, witho-
ut considering counterarguments, which for sure could be adduced.

1 This article presents some problems discussed in my master’s thesis entitled the emigration, the alien-
ation, the experience of language − Lost in Translation by Eva Hoffman and the Ministry of Pain (Min-
isterstwo bólu) by Dubravka Ugrešić, defended on 9th July, 2014 in Jagiellonian University in Cracow.
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Idyllic Land of Childhood

Intercontinental travel ties the beginning and the end of the first part of the book. 
This event starts the story about life in Cracow, school friendships, first love, piano 
lessons, fascination with literature. 

Hoffman writes that her childhood ends the moment she leaves the land of her 
childhood, idealised and because of  that named Paradise.2 She pays attention to 
the  importance of  the  two-week travel, firstly by ship from Gdansk to Montreal, 
secondly by train from Montreal to Vancouver. Hoffman calls it “the brief Batory 
interlude”.3 From a psychological point of view it is confirmed by Jacek Kubitsky 
in the book Psychologia migracji [Psychology of migration]. The author takes notice 
of  the  fact that in the  times when planes were not a  popular form of  transport, 
long-time voyage helped migrants by giving them time to think their situation over, 
to familiarize with the change, to say goodbye to their old life and to prepare for 
the new, unknown one. It was even more important, because at the times emigration 
was nearly irreversible. Nowadays travel through the world is far more simple and it 
gives migrants the feeling of comfort, that in a case of a failure they have a chance 
to come back to their old surroundings (even if not to the same apartment, still to 
the same city, language, family and friends).4 But in 1959 Ewa,5 along with her sister 
and parents, was leaving Cracow knowing that they would never see Poland again 
(because of political reasons).

Hoffman reminisces her emotional farewells with everything she left behind: 
friends Basia and Marek, Mrs. Witeszczak, her favourite places, the music school, pi-
ano lessons. All of them had different stories and effects, and all of them are precisely 
analysed in the book6. The events, related without chronology, smoothly change one 
into another, to show different aspects of the loss and its long duration.

New Damn Reality

Exile starts at the moment of disembarkation. Travel by train is the first event in 
a new life, in a new world. The Rosenbergs are the first people met in a new reality. 
Eva’s aversion to that family and even to the view from the train is a kind of an act 
of rejection, a manifestation of the fact that she is not willing to accept the change.

The foreign, unfriendly world, which they arrived to, did not help them with ac-
climatization. Children in school were hostile and even the simplest communication 
was very hard because of the language barrier (no one in the family knew English). 
On the first day girls received new, English names: Ewa became Eva and Alina got 
2 Cf. E. Hoffman, Lost in Translation. A life in a new language, Penguin Books, New York 1990, p. 95. 

(Later signed as LT.)
3 LT, p. 95.
4 Cf. J. Kubitsky, Psychologia migracji, Warszawa 2012, pp. 22, 33.
5 Back then written with ‘w’.
6 I interpreted them precisely in the above-mentioned master’s thesis.
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Elaine. The name – one of the elementary forms of identification of a person, well 
known, used since birthday, strongly rooted in his or her identity – was taken away 
from them along with everything else.7 It was another, nearly symbolic gesture – new 
reality, life, name, identity. Just as new words did not relate straight to their meaning, 
but only to their equivalents in the girls’ native language (which were direct media 
of meaning), new names were only foreign words, not relate to anything.

Eva stood out from her peers not only because of her behaviour, but also because 
of her appearance. A look is easier to change, but it takes time to feel comfortable 
in a new form and to accept the changes. In Eva’s case it did not happen despite 
the efforts of Mrs Liberman and “several Polish ladies who have been in Canada long 
enough to consider themeselves well versed in native ways”8, who taught her how to 
shave armpits, shape eyebrows, take care of hair, make-up and what to wear. The girl 
felt uncomfortable in that “packaging”9. She felt put in social frameworks which she 
was not prepared for – unlike her Canadian peers. Firstly she tried to fit in, to reduce 
the risk of rejection by schoolmates, but feeling strange and foreign in her own body 
she neglected artificial norms for the sake of her own happiness.

A form of spending time with friends, that is, sitting in a car next to the fast food 
bar, also seemed strange to Eva. She would feel a lot more comfortable in Poland, 
with her old friends, even though she could not imagine what her Cracow friends 
do passing the time together. For sure, discomfort would be lesser if she had good 
contact with peers during conversations in informal situations. But it was not easy. 
Eva painfully experienced her lack of language competence when she failed to tell 
a funny anecdote and when she did not understand friends’ jokes. Lack of ease us-
ing English and not knowing slang strongly constrain possibilities of coming closer 
with other people. Jokes and ripostes require speed, rhythm, cleverness, which is 
tantamount to fluent thinking in the language of use. Moreover, knowledge of socio-
political situation is very important in understand the context (Polish anti-Russian 
jokes are a brilliant example of this). Such an impact of reality is an another body 
blow for an immigrant – a  loss of another part of his identity. Eva, who thought 
about herself as a witty and funny person, needed to tackle the problem of misunder-
standing on the one hand and on the other hand her own expression barrier, which 
thus meant a loss of a sense of humour for her10.

7 Cf. LT, p. 105.
8 LT, p. 109.
9 Ibidem, p. 110.
10 At the beginning of the 19th century Wilhelm von Humboldt had noticed the relation between 

thinking, interpreting the world and language. In his theory the way of thinking and language are 
closely connected, one depends on the other and it is impossible to separate them. In this situa-
tion the  lack of understanding between Eva and her new friends is completely comprehensible, 
because correct communication is impossible until she reaches advanced language skills and learns 
to “think” in English. Cf. W. von Humboldt, Rozmaitość języków a rozwój umysłowy ludzkości [Über 
die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaus und ihren Einfluss auf die geistige Entwicklung des 
Menschengeschlechts], przeł. E. M. Kowalska, Lublin 2001, p. 93.
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Another time, during a party, Eva observes relations between boys and girls. Starting 
with consideration about a sentence she heard from a friend and was not sure how to 
interpret, Eva spectates at embarrassed coquetry of girls, which seems “unnatural”11 to 
her. The thing that irritates her the most in the party atmosphere is timidity of young 
people, fear of making a wrong move. However, attention must be paid to the fact that 
her comparison might be a little inaccurate, because it is based only on Eva’s childhood 
image of her teenage life, dreams of how she would live in Poland. She did not have 
the possibility to spend some of her adolescent years in her homeland.

In different situations Eva learns that she gesticulates too much, is too rushed 
(when she yanks Penny’s hand) and emotional (when she grabs a  friend’s arm as 
a sign of familiarity). She stands too close during conversations, behaves too expres-
sively, phrases judgements too directly, which may be offensive. A lot of subtle dif-
ferences come out, which in everyday life do not draw attention as long as the social 
norms are followed. When they are not, immediately there is a feeling of discomfort.

All these events make Eva (like any other immigrant) decide to stay as an outsid-
er12, because isolation is one of the simplest natural defence mechanisms13. This re-
treat lets her observe her different point of view. She sees that all this time she located 
the centre of her world in Poland, which became only a very far point on the map 
and acollection of memories. Now, although she tries to look at many things like Ca-
nadians do, taking the Polish viewpoint into account gives her another perspective.

Eva was moderate about Canadians. People’s conformity, submission to society 
and culture irritated her. In Canada muting emotions and behaviour in accordance 
with social expectations are far more important than in her vision of the world.

However, not only bad things happened in Canada. Eva had a friend, Penny, got 
close with Mrs Steiner and her family, found another inspirational piano teacher, Mr 
Ostropow. She saw him as a romantic, passionate artist she wanted to emulate, but 
could not find a space where she would feel comfortable with this. Ostropow was an 
oddity in Vancouver, as it is called by Eva, but he represented all her longings and 
deep desires. As a Russian and an artist he was the embodiment of a truly Slavic soul: 
emotional, energetic, impetuous – the model of exactly the opposite of what was 
expected in Canada, especially from young ladies.

Nevertheless, Canada never won favour with Eva – not only because of the above-
mentioned situations. The biggest fault of Canada was becoming a place of exile and 
that could not be forgotten by Eva. Vancouver became a symbol of the biggest storm 
in her life, the time of escalated decountrifying and chaos. 

It needs to be pointed out that emigration adaptation time was simultaneous to 
Eva’s adolescence, which even without big changes of environment and any other 
additional stimuli is a difficult time of  searching for one’s own identity and place 

11 LT, p. 130.
12 Ibidem, p. 131.
13 J. Kubitsky, op. cit., p. 47‒48.
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in the world. All these accumulated problems effected a state Eva called Big Fear14. 
These are – besides teenage dilemmas – all concerns of each migrant. They may be 
understood as remains of  a  first shock reaction, which consist of  sorrow because 
of  the  losses (including home, environment, friends, language, autonomy, identi-
ty15), feeling of fear and stress, and identity crisis16. 

New Wonderful World

A few factors had influence over Eva’s removal to the United States. Even in Poland the-
re were snatches of information about possibilities of realising “the American dream”. 

The first references about the USA were the opinions heard in Poland (“[…] this 
is what people sometimes say [...]”; “But everyone also knows that...”17). On the one 
hand there is the image showed by media: well-equipped army ready to fight and 
exploited workers living in terrible poverty. By contrast, between people there are 
rumours that in America everyone can buy what he or she wants and that shops are 
full of different products. A package with gifts from a friend confirms it. Even into 
the mass culture there rush American elements such as westerns with Kirk Douglas 
or the song Rock Around the Clock.

In Canada, the USA is no longer the symbol of prosperity and success, but a trip 
to New York enraptures Eva and puts her off Vancouver. That is why she decides to 
study in Houston.

The New World transpires to be a rescue from Eva’s Canadian exile. Unlike her 
past place of living, in the United States she feels good and finds her place in the new 
world. She quickly notices the diversity of a mosaic created by students from dif-
ferent states in one university. It gives Eva a sense of comfort and security. Her new 
friends are not a group of similar conformists. Eva starts seeing a wide range of per-
sonalities. Thanks to that she finally does not feel different than the rest of her peers, 
she is no more strange that the others, becomes an equal member of the group. 

For sure her language competence has an impact on her fast adaptation. Even 
more important seems the fact that the above-mentioned factors help Eva regain her 
social status. In the aftermath of the removal the Wydras became immigrants instead 
of intelligentsia. As a student Eva naturally comes back to the company of educated 
people, meets an intellectual elite.

At that moment she discovers positive aspects of her multiculturalism. Thanks to 
limited language knowledge, without all the subtle complexity, it is more simple to 
read through literature and abstract the main thesis, ignoring details and quirkiness18. 

14 LT, p. 157.
15 J. Kubitsky, op. cit., p. 37.
16 A. Jacobson-Widding, Identity: Personal and Socio-Cultural, Almqvist & Wiksell International, 

Stockholm 1983, [after:] J. Kubisky, op. cit., p. 37.
17 LT, p. 60.
18  Cf. ibidem, p. 180.
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The other value of this situation is a widening of perspective. The author gains ad-
ditional perspective, which helps her bring out more from the text, her point of view 
is different than that of Americans – it is richer because of knowledge drawn from 
Polish culture. However, this extra perspective brings some problems too. When 
Eva converses with her American friends, sometimes they cannot understand one 
another on the level of basic values or definitions, because these values are products 
of culture and people are formed by the culture they have grown up in – or, in Eva’s 
case, by two cultures. Moreover, her American perspective is incomplete. There are 
things impossible to catch up on. Mass culture objects, which are Americans’ sym-
bols of childhood, do not have a sentimental value for her. It is impossible to even 
know every one of them – while speaking about one of such objects, she admits that 
it was “before her time”19. 

Thinking about basic questions, Eva discusses them with Ewa. What comes to 
light in such situations is the splitting of opposites: Polishness – Americanness and 
childness – adultness. In the case of marriage Eva has a problem with deciding if 
childish images about great love confront less romantic reality or if her feeling should 
not be called love. (Childish and Polish) dreams about being a pianist clash with 
a more realistic (adult and American) writer’s career.

Although it causes many problems, multicultural individuals do not want to dis-
card the elements of the culture they do not have contact with for the culture they live 
in. Eva does not reject Polishness, but tries to find a balance, to crystalize her identity 
while remembering about the risk of assimilation on the one hand and alienation on 
the other hand. The cultural situation of the United States partially helps her with 
that. Such a big country cannot be homogenous, it consists of – as Hoffman described 
it – “sub-Americas”20. As one of her friends says, “Being American means that you feel 
like you’re norm (…) and the Northeast is the norm that sets the norm”21. Admittedly, 
she is stunned by the quantity of possibilities, but in the end it helps her find her own 
place in this diversified structure and reduce the feeling of standing out. Just like in 
Canada Eva heard from her mother that she became “English”, that is reserved, in 
Houston and later in New York Eva subconsciously takes up more and more Ameri-
can personality traits and gets used to that lifestyle. However, she formulates argu-
ments confirming she will never be just like her peers. A good example of that is her 
meeting with friends, during which they are discussing the need of moving beyond 
culture, refusing it. Eva’s opinion is just the opposite – she feels a very intense need 
of going into the culture as deep as possible. Whereas her friends are looking for expe-
riences that reach out of their personalities, Eva is checking if she can interiorize given 
experience, she “tries it on” her identity to get to know herself better.

Nevertheless, she will never be completely an American.

19 Ibidem, p. 214.
20 Ibidem, p. 202.
21 Ibidem, p. 202.
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We’re called upon to travel so far beyond our borders, but neither my Japanese friend nor I can 
divest ourselves of those irrational, instinctive reactions that we take to be our personalities, 
our selves. To do so would be to jump outside the borders of our skin. How, with this bifocal 
vision, does one keep one’s center? And what center should one try to keep? the cherishing 
of our particularity seems as outmoded as the wearing of many skirts. And yet, so long as we 
are not computer species, we cannot give up on our subjectivity, our ability to experience.22

Eva meets other Polish immigrants in New York. They talk about the actual situa-
tion in the country, share news, recall and compare the lost reality with a found one. 
Most of the company came to the United States much later than Eva. In this context 
she even heard sometimes that “she’s American”,23 because she showed optimism 
and belief in a good solution of a dead end situation. She acts as a cultural translator 
when she explains the reality of the publishing market, why Americans meet with 
therapists, or what their relations with their mothers look like. Partly she assumes 
this role for the  reader as well, showing differences between Poles and Americans 
with regard to self-awareness, everyday habits and forms of communication.

The narrator notices questing for the atmosphere they left when they emigrated 
from Poland, “the long evenings when the coffeehouses filled with smoke and politi-
cal intrigue”24 as well as the “America they imagined (…) as the essence of excitement 
itself, a mythological excitement”25, the “New York they knew only from the novels 
of Dos Passos and Truman Capote and funky movies featuring neon-garnish streets 
and implausible chases along rainy sidewalks in the night”26.

Return to the past

Looking for her identity, Eva felt a need for visiting Poland. Finally in 1977, after 
eighteen years of emigration, she succeeded. In spite of the time distance her fellow 
travellers from the  train, playing cards and eating sausages, seemed more familiar 
than businessmen in the New York subway. Her friends’ flats and the city centre did 
not change much. A wave of anti-Semitism and an exodus in the sixties took their 
toll on Jewish society that shrank and aged.

This direct verification of memories showed her all the details of the differences 
she has known. It is even more interesting, because firstly the  author talks about 
changes she hardly accepted because they were the opposite of her earlier behavioural 
patterns, and later she observes how strongly the new culture influenced her by com-
paring herself with her Polish peer. Intensive gesticulation and expression, which in 
Poland were an indication of femininity, and which were limited by Eva formed by 
the Canadian role models, are a good example of it.

22 Ibidem, p. 213.
23 Ibidem, p. 256.
24 Ibidem.
25 Ibidem.
26 Ibidem.
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At the same time, thinking about another story of her life, Eva reaches a conclu-
sion that it is impossible to define “what if...”. Each decision implicates change, all 
the events influence personality, a way of thinking, opinions. It is impossible to judge 
anything, because it is always another person in the probable story.

Hoffman needed that return to verify memories, demythologize her past and accept 
her fortune. That trip let Eva compare the image of the real Cracow with the one she 
dreamed about all these years, and made the chance of repatriation real. She disproves 
the myth of no return. Although she does not mention that, on the subconscious level 
it probably was an important element of the process – all the more because her flight 
back to the USA was like a second migration – a return to the moment when she was 
forced to leave and a chance to make that decision by herself. 

Language

Hoffman decided to write her book in English. It is not a  surprise: she lives in 
the United States, the book was dedicated to the American market, written thanks to 
an American scholarship27. Moreover, the author has been living in English-speaking 
countries for many years and her contact with her mother tongue is limited. Even 
though she is very well educated and in the USA she meets some Polish friends, her 
competence declines and sometimes she asks “how would you say this in Polish?”28. 
Probably that is why she left the Polish edition to the translator. 

The very fact of finding her own voice in English is not without significance. 
Most of her adolescent years she spent in America. English is the  language of her 
adult life. Polish lingered in childhood; she could not express herself fully in a lan-
guage so incongruent, separated from her identity by years of work and searching for 
her individual form of expression. It was even harder being mindful of her fascina-
tion with literature and the idea of being a writer. At the time of removal she was 
14, which means she had complete language competence, only her vocabulary was 
still being widened29. To fit in with English environment cost her a lot of pains, but 
finally she overcame all the language barriers. 

Eva and her family did not know a word in English when they came to Canada. Prob-
ably they learnt the basics quite fast, but it was very stressful. As a sign of it Hoffman re-
calls that “Shut up!”30 was the first sentence she understood “from its dramatic context”31.

If she wanted to find her voice in English, she needed to adapt it to her inner 
self. That is why she decided to write her first diary in English – Polish language no 

27  At the  beginning of  her autobiography the  author thanks the  American Council of  Learned  
Societies for the scholarship, which gave her the possibility to start writing that book.

28 LT, p. 256.
29 The last level of getting language competence ends about the age of 9 years. Cf. I. Kurcz, Psychologia 

języka i komunikacji, Warszawa 2000, p. 73.
30 LT, p. 104.
31 Ibidem.
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longer fitted her life. It was not easy, so she sums it up as “one of the more impersonal 
exercises of that sort produced by an adolescent girl”32.

Even when she could communicate fluently, she was striving for perfection. Her 
sensibility to language (spoken and written) makes her practice pronunciation and 
broaden vocabulary. Eva recalls she “became obsessed with words”33.

All the culture questions were a huge obstacle too. Gradually she came to know 
the context (historical, political, social, of popular culture), idioms and proverbs better 
and better. She started to see the differences between the language and accent of indi-
vidual people, begun to observe emotions through utterances. Their way of speaking 
put her off or charmed her. “When I fall in love, I am seduced by language”34.

After many years of  living in an English-speaking environment and academic 
work on English literature, she felt she overcame the last barrier.

I read, tasting the sounds on the tongue, hearing the phrases somewhere between ton-
gue and mind. (...) I’m back within the music of the language, and Eliot’s words de-
scend on me with a sort of grace.35

Now she felt she could understand the text completely. The basic, natural, sub-
conscious level of sound of language became natural for her too.

Conclusion

Emigration is a really big life change and a challenge, especially without knowing 
the language and culture. In that situation one learns everything from one’s own mi-
stakes. Often the new environment does not help in the adaptation process because 
of its misunderstanding and ignorance of complexity of immigrants’ problems.

Regardless of  time and one’s knowledge, emigration always changes the  identity 
of a person. No one can dodge the influence of the culture he/she lives in, ignore pe-
ople around him/her. Every individual needs to be understood, to have contact with 
peers and colleagues, to be supported by somebody – that is, to be accepted. Therefore, 
an immigrant needs to change his or her habits to accommodate and try other ways 
of thinking in order to understand and to be understood. Only when one starts to live 
in the culture, not beside it, he/she becomes a real part of society, not a stranger. 

Eva Hoffman in Lost in Translation shows the process of adaptation in new re-
alities, when everything changes. It took Eva some time and many problems to 
be accepted in Canada, but she never felt comfortable there. When she moved to 
the United States, it was much more simple to adapt, she felt in the  right place. 
With her mixed identity, which was very different than Canadian standards, she felt 

32 Ibidem, p. 121.
33 Ibidem, p. 216.
34 Ibidem, p. 219.
35 Ibidem, p. 186.



much more comfortable in diversified American society. Whether she liked it or not, 
the other cultures influenced her identity and character strongly – she saw it perfectly 
during her visit to the fatherland.
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Summary

The paper entitled Emigration as an Experience of Strangeness – Lost and Found Eva 
Hoffman presents the topic of emigration based on example from modern literature: 
Lost in Translation, which is an autobiography of Eva Hoffman – Polish Jew who 
emigrated with her family to Canada as a child. The author shows the problem of 
strangeness and alienation in the context of settling in a new place, the importance 
of language and changes of identity caused by them. The process of emigration of 
Hoffman is interpreted with psychological references. The special attention is given 
to the problem of national identity and connection with a place of residence.
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